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                 Risk Management Corrective Action Plans Developing and managing the process By John W.
 Sterritt and Steven E. NyBlom John W. Sterritt CSP, M.B.A., M.S.I.H., is chief program specialist of the Liability Claims Unit and the Risk Management Inspector General of the County of Los Angeles. In this position, he manages the county's Risk Management Inspector General's Office and is responsible for oversight of the county's corrective action process and its tort liability, vehicle and property claims effort.
 Sterritt is a professional member of ASSE's Los Angeles Chapter.
 Steven E. NyBlom, CSP, ARiVI-P, ALCiVI, is manager.
 Chief Executive Office of the Loss Control and Prevention Section and the Occupational Health Program, County of Los Angeles. He is a professional member of ASSE's Valley Coastal Chapter and is Region I's Assistant Vice President Practices and Standards.
 NyBlom is a past administrator of ASSE's Risk Manage- ment/Insurance Practice Specialty, and three-time past president of the Valley Coastal Chapter He completed his education at the University of California, Davis, with degrees in Aeronautical Engineering and Mechanical Engineering.
 34 PROFESSIONALSAFETY OCTOBER2007 IN A LARGE AND DIVERSE ORGANIZATION, the challenge of managing the various aspects of a risk management corrective action plan (CAP) process can be tremendous. For example, management teams in the County of Los Angeles face multiple chal- lenges, ranging from cultural issues within the 39 ciepartments to the complexity of the types of losses that the 100,000 employees, 12 million residents and tens of milUons of annual visitors experience.
 In an organization whose exposures include road construction, HazMat response, HreHghting, jail oper- ations, medical care, transportation, children's servic- es, recreation, beach safety, facility construction and maintenance, general administration and law enforce- ment, the types of losses that can occur are far-reach- ing and potentially substantial. The spectrum of job types—from clerk to truck driver, mechanic to neuro- surgeon, sanitarian to psychiatrist, scientist to scuba diver, attorney to helicopter pOot, jailer to firefighter— encompasses nearly every trade and profession, and reflects the complexity of coun- ty govemment.
 Scope of the Corrective Action Plan Process To understand the scope and depth of the CAP process, one must understand that root- cause analysis and incident investigation in a large, diverse organization can yield a large magnitude of data. Competent staff must be available to inter- pret data and evaluate trends and causal factors in order to initiate the process.
 The process begins once an event occurs, is reported and is determined to have significant risk potential. The primary dif- ference between corrective actions developed related to loss prevention issues and the CAP process is that in loss pre- www.asse.org vention, near-hits and incidents are evaluated and cor- rective action steps are developed to reduce or mini- mize the specific causal factors that resulted in the exposure. In the risk management CAP process, sig- nificant events and trends with potential for substan- tial liability or cost are the triggering mechanisms used to start the process. In the CAP process, events are analyzed based on organizational exposure, actual or potential cost (e.g., forecasted claim judgment or settlement cost), and probability of recurrence.
 In the County of Los Angeles, one resource avail- able to help departments develop, implement and management the CAP process is the Chief Admini- strative Office (CAO) Risk Management Inspector General (RMIG). The RMIG function was created to work with CAO loss control and prevention staff, departmental managers, county attorneys, other public agencies within the county and the public to analyze exposures; help draft and review depart- mental CAPs; monitor selected CAPs for closure and effectiveness; and report progress to executive man- agement. Tlte risk management loss types that affect the county range from workers' compensation through general liability, vehicle liability and med- ical malpractice losses (Table 1). Each loss has a unique set of causes and requires event-specific cor- rective actions to prevent recurrence.
 The financial impact of these types of losses and the volume of claims are significant. Total loss-relat- ed expenses for the county in FY 2005-06 were $329 million (14% lower than in EY 2003-04); 14,791 claims were filed during the same period (8% lower than in EY 2003-04). These factors, coupled with the public concern for fiscal responsibility, emphasize the importance of the CAP process.
 The Corrective Action Plan Process The county's approach was based on the concept that a CAP process has an established life cycle and effective management of that process involves understanding and measuring performance in aU aspects of this life cycle. The county CAP life cycle involves four distinct phases:
 1) the event that resulted in a loss; l^blei lypes of Losses Experienced within tiie County lype of claim Workers' compensation General liability Vehicle liability Medical malpractice Description •All injuries and illnesses involving county employees •Fatalities involving county employees •SUps and falls •Dangerous conditions •Employment practices •Civil rights •Wrongful deaths •Small claims •Property damage •Breach of contract •Professional liability •Errors and omissions •Inverse condemnation •Hospital liability •Child/elder abuse •Third-party claims •Permit driver claims •First party claims •All medical malpractice (health services, sheriff, fire, mental health and coroner) 2) the investigation phase; 3) the development of the CAP; 4) the management of the CAP.
 According to Robitaille (2001), a CAP is a collec- tion of corrective actions that will eliminate the caus- es of the process nonconformance. The plan identifies the corrective actions, who is responsible for the entire plan and criteria to measure plan effec- tiveness. Many managers are confused about the dif- ferences between a CAP, a corrective action step and the corrective action process. These definitions must be understood by all affected personnel. Most people understand the relationship between cause and con- sequence. When a loss event occurs, management expects the situation to be evaluated and abated.
 Most managers and supervisors have conducted incident investigations or evaluations of processes to determine whether they can be done more efficiently.
 As a concept, corrective action sounds Uke a good idea. All managers want to fix the things that go wrong in their departments. However, the CAP process is more than just fixing things. It involves researching the cause of a problem, developing a plan (corrective action steps), deploying that plan and implementing a process to ensure that the fix worked (Robitaille, 2001). It is a methodology for addressing problems throughout a department and for realizing improvement. It is not a complicated process, but it is a process.
 The CAP process extends from event root-cause analysis through final problem closure verification and monitoring. Departmental personnel know their jobs.
 They know their departmental culture, its equipment and procedures. TTiey also understand existing pitfalls, limitatioris and constraints. What they need is an easy-to-understand plan that com- bines their knowledge and resources into a process they can use to solve problems, mitigate hazards and address the root causes of loss (Parker, 2005).
 They also want assurance that this activity has a purpose. A well-developed CAP will provide a roadmap to success and assure department person- nel that their efforts will provide a tangible contri- bution to the organization's success. In the County of Los Angeles, the risk management CAP process involves the following stages:
 •notification of a problem; •identifying the problem; •researching/analyzing its root causes; •developing a plan to correct the problem and prevent recurrence; •executing the plan; •verifying that the plan worked; •communicating lessons learned.
 To establish a compreher\sive corrective action process, the principles behind the process must be understood and communicated to all affected em- ployees. To succeed, the process must be well- defined, uniform and documented. Like all quality programs, a CAP process must have structure and the same conditioning factors inherent in other qual- ity control processes, such as documentation, consis- tent implementation, control, verification and record retenfion (Robitaille, 2001). Like any other process, the CAP process is most effective when it is weU- defined. According to Robitaille (2001), the elements of the process that must be standardized include:
 •criteria for initiating a CAP; •root-cause analysis techniques; •methods for obtaining input from key sources; •methods of effective CAP communication; •techniques for developing a thorough plan; •criteria for a timely response; •criteria for CAP implementafion; •criteria for CAP documentafion/record retenfion; •criteria for CAP verificafion and foUow-up.
 The amount of detail and the resources dedicated need to be appropriate for the department and the complexity of the CAP generated. Keep in mind that effecfiveness does not necessitate complexity or undue Abstract: The correc- tive action plan (CAP) process can be used in various settings to man- age deficiencies. This articie presents the con- cepts behind the CAP process that was devei- oped by the County of Los Angeles to mini- mize large-dollar liabili- ty settlements. In addition to describing the range of exposures faced by the county, the authors detail the process, including what triggers development of a CAP, the investiga- tion phase, and the actual development and implementation steps, as well as follow- up activities to evaluate the implementation and effectiveness of the corrective action.
 www.asse.org OCTOBER 2007 PROFESSIONAL SAFETY 35 Pcytential Participants in an Investigation Investigator Supervisor Department safety officer Senior management Claim adjuster Legal counsel Risk management inspector general Law enforcement/fire department Representatives from the press Third-party insurance carrier Reasons for their involvement •Incident reporting and notification (workers' compensation, etc.) •Initial hazard abatement •Policy/procedure requires initial review of facts •Regulatory agency investigation/notification •Insurance reporting •Hazard abatement and abatement foUow-up/closure •Establish loss cost estimate •Senior management reporting •CAP development •Lessons learned reporting and communication •Determination of the future of affected process (catastrophic loss) •Communication with the public (catastrophic loss) •Determine board response •Determine liability and exposure •Determine third-party responsibility and subrogation potential •Establish claim cost reserves and build claim file •Determine liability and exposure •Build litigation defense •Establish confidentiality protection (if applicable) •CAP development •Lessons learned reporting and communication •Impartial and independent review of circumstances leading to event •Criminal/civil investigation •Determination of code violations •Fact determination for reporting puiposes •Determine liabOity and exposure for involved tliird party •Establish claim cost reserves and build claim file •Litigation preparation •Subrogation potential expense. As a general rule, the intent of a corrective action is to eliminate the cause of nonconformities to avoid recurrence (Robitaille, 2001).
 A corrective action is a well-researched intervention to a process to pre- vent recurrence of an event that resulted in loss.
 Events that Trigger Development of a CAP The initial phase of the county CAP life cycle involves activity that leads to the creation of a CAR Within the county, many situations may warrant cre- ation of a CAP. TTiese include:
 •Board of Supervisors' mandate (Board-CAPs) as a result of tort liability claim settlements in excess of $100,000; •work-related injury or illness; •substantial property damage events; •third-party (audit, consultant or grand jury re- port) or management direction; •customer and constituent complaints, poor quality and/or process nonconformance.
 Aldiough many reasons may prompt drafting of a CAP, this article focuses on the county's require- ment to develop comprehensive Board-CAPs for tort liability settlements in excess of $100,000. This requirement was established as a means to place the ownership for the development of management plans to prevent event recurrence with the depart- ments where the initial loss occurred.
 As noted, many situations necessitate the devel- 36 PROFESSIONALSAFETY OCTOBER2007 www.asse.org opment of a CAP. Majiagers must understand and accept the rationale behind its development.
 To have a successful process, the intent of the CAP must be effectively communicated and fully understood by all affected personnel, contractors and vendors. Let's now focus on programs designed to manage the Board-CAP program.
 The Investigation Phase The second phase of the CAP life cycle involves investigating what factors led to the need to develop a CAP. Once an event or an incident occurs and the initial response (situation abatement activity) is complete, the process moves into one of the least understood areas of CAP development—the inci- dent/event investigation.
 One can cite many different reasons to investigate a quality problem, nonconformance, incident or event.
 However, the primary reason is to gain an under- standing of the root causes that led to the event (Bird & Cermain, 1996). The first question to ask once a problem is detected is "What happened?" The answer will help determine the nature of the nonconformance or problem. It may even provide enough information to execute a remedial action plan.
 However, that is only the first step in gaining an understanding of the causes and events that led to the nonconformance, problem or loss event. Too often, the investigative process stops once those involved know what happened. However, the con- cept of what happened may mean different things to different people. Depending on the reasons for con- ducting the investigation and the timing of it, quite different explanations of what happened^ may arise.
 To understand this phenomenon, it is important to know what people are involved in an investiga- tion and why they are conducting the investigation.
 Table 2 outlines individuals who may conduct an investigation and the reasons for their involvement.
 Knowing what happened is an important piece of information. It will dictate the initial response, initial hazard abatement activity and initial reporting of the situation. But answering this question normally only reveals the immediate cause of the incident.
 Once immediate causes are known, the next ques- tion should be "Why did it happen?" Determining the root causes of nonconformance and loss is the second phase of the investigative process. This phase is an often misunderstood part of the investigation process (Okes, 2005).
 Many man- agers and supervisors consider an investigation concluded once innmediate causes of loss are under- stood and expend no effort to understand the under- lying causes of the loss. Unfortunately, if the root causes are not understood and abated, the probabil- ity of recurrence is high (Bird & Germain, 1996).
 To complete a comprehensive investigation and root-cause determination, additional resources or analytical approaches may be needed. Depending on the severity and complexity of the loss occur- rence, numerous technical professionals and/or technical analyses may be needed in hazard recogni- tion. These include:
 •accident reconstruction; •engineering design review; •industrial hygiene assessments; •ergonomic/human factors assessments; •medical evaluations; •legal analysis; •task, job or process analysis; •inspections (property, process or procedures); •accident imaging; •new equipment/process reviews; •accident deconstruction; •loss control and prevention evaluations.
 Development of the CAP Once the event or loss has occurred and the inves- tigation has determined the root causes, the next step is to develop the actual CAP. Many methods can be used to gather the required information and generate the CAP for review and approval.
 Once the items to fix have been identified, sustain- able action must be implemented to address the root causes and underlying management systems.
 The CAP is the tool used to accomplish the task of resolving the underlying problems on a permanent basis (Robitaille, 2001).
 Like tiie investigative process, the CAP develop- ment process may involve many resources, be complex and time-consuming. Often, the more catastrophic the loss, the more complex the solution.
 The intent of the CAP is hazard control, mitigation A corrective action is a well- researched intervention to a process to prevent recurrence of an event that resulted in loss.
 or abatement. Controls—such as administrative, engineering, work methods or PPE options—are used to address the root causes identified during the investigation (Bird & Germain, 1996).
 Thus, the focus shifts to implementing corrective actions that will control, mitigate or abate the causes of the loss.
 Loss confrol involves the review of the situation and the understanding of the engineering, mechanics, procedures and processes involved. In many cases, the CAP process breaks down at this point. Time and ener- gy are expended trying to understand what happened, and a potential corrective opportunity is missed because the fix specified in the corrective action either cannot be done or is incorrect. Often, however, this realization does not occur until the event recurs, returning the corrective process to square one. Hazard control options shovdd never be developed in a vacu- um; they should be reviewed with affected managers and supervisors, affected employees, and loss control and prevention staff.
 AU corrective action steps must be evaluated for effectiveness and sustainability.
 Generation of the CAP Document Once the CAP research has been conducted, all relevant facts are understood and loss control options have been validated, the CAP is generated.
 Its size and scope depend on many factors, includ- ing significance of the loss/event, complexity of the root causes, political ramifications, impact on the department/community and similar factors.
 Many issues affect the scope of the CAP, so the affected department's management team must determine how lengthy and complex the CAP needs to be. The investigation and CAP development activity can be complicated and time-consuming.
 Therefore, the CAP author needs to ensure that the activity which goes into developing the CAP is war- ranted and reflects a thorough analysis of all involved factors. Unfortunately, no rules of thumb are available for guidance. This is a complex man- agement decision that must be researched and understood before the effort required is determined.
 The County of Los Angeles uses a standardized question set to facilitate development of the CAP document. Standard questions include elements to help the CAP author categorize the information to be used to develop the final draft (Robitaille, 2001).
 The sidebar on p.
 39 lists some of the standard ques- tions asked.
 These development questions should not be mis- taken for the actual CAP document. The questions are a tool to help the department gather the appro- priate information and conduct the necessary impact analysis to ensure that the final CAP draft is written in a manner that wOl facilitate its successful implementation and the eventual correction or elim- ination of the causes of the loss.
 In addition, the final CAP should be written using a uniform departmen- tal format. Use of a standard form with standard ter- minology has several positive benefits:
 •The executive management team can focus on the criteria of the CAP, not the form and terms for each CAP submitted for approval.
 www.asse.org OCTOBER2007 PROFESSIONALSAFETY 37 •Affected managers and supervisors will need less training on how to complete the CAP.
 •If confidentiality is necessary, counsel wiU be familiar with the document, which will speed the review process.
 •During the CAP evaluation and follow-up process, a standard approach is easier to consistent- ly evaluate.
 •A standard form and terminology help employ- ees understand the CAP and its impact on them.
 CAP Implementation The implementation scope and schediile for an approved CAP is another critical element in this process. The scope of the CAP has a considerable effect on its rollout and success. The scope needs to be clearly defined and understood by both the CAP author and the approver (Robitaille, 2001). The scope and schedule cover issues such as:
 •population affected on a macro level (e.g., em- ployees, vendors, other coimty departments, the public) and a micro level (e.g., specific employee classifications, departments, units); •processes, procedures and standards affected; •training requirements affected; •operational and quality programs impacted; •equipment and facilities affected; •budget and resources needed; •union or contractual issues affected; •time frames for implementation of specific tasks, actions and/or milestones; •approvals (e.g., board funding and staffing), possible code changes/legal implications and budg- et demands; •risk and severity concerns related to possible implementation schedule; •hazard mitigation and remedial action effects; •liability and litigation impacts.
 This is only a partial Ust and It Illustrates the importance of understanding the CAP scope before implementation. The scope and the implementation schedule must be drafted, analyzed and thoroughly reviewed before implementation.
 Once the scope is understood, the implementa- tion must be conducted as outlined. Each action step must be implemented as planned and a quality con- trol process must be established to make sure the steps are implemented on time and within the affect- ed scope. Implementation starts with the initial CAP rollout and ends with closure verification. Many managers consider the CAP implemented once one or two of the action steps are started. This is an incor- rect assumption. According to Robitaille (2001), all CAP action steps must be in place in order to have an effective implementation.
 CAP Confidentiality If the CAP is deemed confidential, the draft must be forwarded to counsel for review. All documenta- tion and related material may need to be protected.
 Therefore, counsel should be involved in the initial developmental phase to ensure that confidentiality 38 PROFESSIONALSAFETY OCTOBER2007 www.asse.org is protected. If any questioris related to confidential- ity (e.g., should this document or CAP be protected) arise, coimsel should be consulted immediately. In addition, if a CAP is deemed to be confidential, all affected employees participating in its development must be trained on the organization's confidentiality processes. The potential downside to losing confi- dentiality protection during litigation may be catastrophic. The protection provided by the attor- ney-client relationship is critical and should be stressed throughout the CAP development and implementation process.
 CAP Process Management The final phase of the county's CAP life cycle involves the comprehensive plan developed to manage the countywide CAP process. To provide oversight, RMIG has developed a comprehensive process management methodology that encompass- es several key elements:
 •Development of a comprehensive risk manage- ment CAP policy that is approved and supported by executive management. Ilie policy must be commu- nicated and affected management must be held accountable for adhering to it. In the County of Los Angeles, for every liability claim-related settlement that exceeds $100,000 a completed CAP must be sub- mitted to the board in order to receive approval for payment. In addition, county claim adjusters must notify the CAO Loss Control and Prevention Section and affected departments when a tort liability claim indemnity reserve exceeds $100,000 in order to start the CAP process.
 •Development of a CAP strategic plan to estab- lish a uniform system to manage events from cradle to grave starting at incident occurrence/analysis through CAP development and communication to closure and the effectiveness review.
 •Development of management processes, proce- dures and policies outliriing the operation and responsibilities of the RMIC related to organization- al responsibilities associated with the management of the risk management CAP process.
 CAP Strategic Plan The strategic plan developed by RMIG consists of the development of the following critical elements:
 •Establish a baseline database of existing CAPs and determine current status of historic CAPs.
 •Develop and establish a single, centralized and uniform tracking system for aU CAPs.
 •Establish a procedure to ensure departmental management or delegated departmental loss pre- vention staff is directly involved in the development and implementation of department-specific CAPs.
 •Establish a process to provide quality control sup- port to departments to ensure that appropriate root causes are reviewed and action steps are adequate and prioritized to help the department concentrate on the most important exposure causes and areas.
 •Establish a process to provide necessary risk management and loss control and prevention train- ing to support and provide consistency for the CAP standard CAP Development Questions What is the incident/event and what is the overview of the plan?
 The first part of the model provides a summary of what the CAP will address. It should be a brief statement that demon- strates how to address the root causes and any other benefits that will be realized by the implementation of the CAP.
 What are critical time factors required to implement?
 It is important to list both the time required to complete individual tasks or actions steps, as well as a completion time for the CAP, and a time frame for evaluation and verification. In addition to outlining the time requirements, the time require- ments for implementation should be estimated so that cost can be accurately factored into the decision-making process (e.g., cost to train staff, cost to rewrite or develop processes, cost of technical experts' time, and/or cost to conduct design or engi- neering reviews).
 What training is required?
 A thorough analysis of the training needs is needed in order to develop a comprehensive CAP.
 Items to consider include who wiU be trained, who will conduct the training, where it wiU be conducted, what training material will be needed and the cost of the training.
 What personnel are required for implementation?
 A list of personnel involved with the development and implementation of the CAP should be created by function and name. Roles and responsibilities also should be explained (who is responsible for what aspects of the CAP).
 What equipment is needed?
 An analysis must be conducted to determine what equipment will be needed to implement the approved CAP.
 Equipment can range from ergonomic chairs to new vehicles and aircraft. The equipment needs can be simple and inexpen- sive or complex and costly depending on the scope of the CAP.
 Issues to consider are:
 "Does the equipment cost affect the budget?"; "Are we going to have to train people to use it?"; and, "Can the CAP be implemented without it?" What documents will need to be revised?
 A thorough document analysis is needed to ensure that applicable work instructions, flowcharts, engineering drawings, contracts, customer documents, and policies and procedures are updated and that those changes are communicated. This is probably the most overlooked aspect of CAP development. Processes are improved, corrections are made and new equip- ment is acquired, but the related documents (policies, procedures, training manuals, etc.) are not updated.
 What is the impact on business process or project plans?
 A review of how the CAP will impact existing processes must be conducted. Consider the following activities that may affect the production or work schediile: rework of defective product/activity; sending critical personnel to training; and effect to the process while installing or maintaining equipment. If the CAP affects projects in tjfie planning stage, impact on engineering designs and processes must be reviewed.
 What customer, staff or departmental input or approval is needed?
 In the county, many department activities are interrelated. A review of the necessary approval or input from customers, business partners and support departments (e.g., budget and finance, engineering) must be considered.
 Who is needed to authorize the actions/CAP? ' Often, the individual assigned responsibility for development of the CAP does not have the authority to implement every aspect of the CAP.
 Authorization becomes an issue when the resources needed exceed the process owner's (or CAP author's) scope of responsibility. Examples include training that involves individuals from other departments; capital expenditures; changes to processes or procedures that fall under regulatory scrutiny; and production modifications that will affect quality and timeliness of services delivered.
 Will it be necessary to communicate with board representatives?
 In the county, as with many public entities, commimication with elected officials and their staff is a critical component in the review process. An analysis will need to be conducted to determine board involvement and interest in the CAP.
 When wili the plan be implemented and how will implementation effectiveness be measured?
 Articulating the completion date is essential. In addition, it is important to illustrate what the situation wiU look like once the CAP is fuUy implemented. Questions related to success and failure of the CAP must be understood before roUing it out, so the process can be monitored and necessary changes can be incorporated into the plan to ensure success.
 program, to include root-cause analysis and plan RMIG CAP Responsibilities development. The board of supervisors included the responsi- • Establish an RMIC review and approval process bility and scope of work for RMIG in the county to ensure that departmental CAPs address root causes, code. This code provides authorization and estab- • Establish an audit process to ensure that depart- Ushes the performance expectations for the function, mental CAPs are implemented and have addressed The CAO Risk Management Branch is responsible the issues outlined in the initial root-cause analysis, for drafting the management processes, procedures •Establish a process to ensure that lessons and policies outlining the operation and responsibil- leamed, best practices used and noteworthy accom- ities of RMIG. The RMIG scope of responsibility plishments are communicated to all affected depart- includes the following functions:
 ments and the public. 'Establish procedures to outline the steps involved www.asse.org OCTOBER 2007 PROFESSIONAL SAFETY 39 Table 3 Potential Roles cyf Groups in the CAP Process Groups to consider Senior management Managers Fmancial and legal personnel Human resources staff Supervisors Risk management personnel Customers and suppliers Potential role in process •Need to understand and approve the process it expects others to employ on its behalf •Some corrective actions may involve or be initiated by members of the leadership team •Owns and is responsible for the corrective action process •Approves resources and funding for CAPs •Must be aware that root-cause analysis may involve looking at multiple processes and proce- dures within their department •May be conducting or participating in the development of the root-cause analysis and the CAP •Will be required to implement the corrective actions within their departments •CAPs may affect resources, scheduling, staffing and services •Accounting and legal records may be confidential. Staff developing the CAP may need author- ization to review records •CAPs may require a financial analysis or cost justification •Outside attorney liability cinalysis or investigations may be used in the root-cause analysis and will have to be provided by counsel •Completed CAPs may be confidential and need to be drafted under the direction of counsel in order to be protected •May maintain records of employee training and qualifications •If employee discipline is a part of the CAP, HR staff must be involved to ensure that the process is in accordance with county policy •Coordinate training activity •Update job descriptions and other relevant documentation •Maintain employee performance records •Have a wealth of information related to specific processes and procedures and can be valuable in the root-cause analysis and development of CAPs •Have institutional knowledge or a historical perspective on the problems, past solutions and outcomes of those solutions •Will need to imderstand the process because they will be tasked with all or part of the correc- tive actions •Have a technical understanding of the CAP process and root-cause analysis methods •May have addressed similar problems in the past or have a network of technical professionals that they can use •Possess an understanding of coimty policy, governmental regulations and industry best prac- tices related to loss prevention, claims management and insurance services •It is important to understand the perspective of external stakeholders •Some corrective actions may affect suppliers or the public and you may need their perspective to effectively implement the CAP in providing departments with guidance and assis- tance in loss analysis and CAP development.
 •Establish a process to review countywide data and identify issues of potential liability that should be evaluated for the development of corrective actions (e.g., RMIG staff review all lawsuits filed against the county for potential exposure and liability).
 •Evaluate issues that could escalate due to depart- ment or regulatory significance (e.g., review all fatali- ties caused by county personnel, deaths involving children in foster care, substantial property loss).
 •Establish a process to disseminate lessons learned, best practices and noteworthy events to coxmty departments.
 •Facilitate the change control process for CAP modification.
 •Facilitate assignment of CAP owners to unas- signed issues and resolve ownership disputes.
 •Facilitate department CAP closure verification and effectiveness reviews.
 •Establish a process to periodically evaluate the countywide CAP process.
 •Provide periodic reports to management of CAP status. 
 •Establish a process to obtain feedback from CAP program users to drive continuous improvement.
 Individuals Involved in the Development of a CAP Many individuals have a role in the corrective action process. However, some may be excluded because their value is not apparent to management or those writing the CAP (Robitaille, 2001). In many county departments, a line manager is responsible for generating the required CAP. This manager ends up owning the root-cause analysis and the corrective action. In majiy departments, these individuals carry more than one title. They are limited by time con- straints and by their own perception of the problem. In many cases, they do no enlist subordinates, delegate parts of the process or request help from other areas.
 These managers are so focused on "fighting fires" that they focus only on completing the CAP; in some cases, they may not consider its quality nor verify that it addresses the original problem.
 In addition, managers may exclude stakeholders such as safety representatives, engineering, or the finance and legal departments. Instead, these stake- 40 PROFESSIONALSAFETY OCTOBER2007 www.asse.org holders should be viewed as resources who can pro- vide needed information; understand the process related to their jobs; generate the necessary records and process documentation; and interface with external customers, vendors and the public.
 Another reason to identify critical stakeholders is to remove the perception that they are part of the problem (Robitaille, 2001). When stakeholders par- ticipate in the CAP process and agree with the improvements, they become champions of the change and will be instrumental in supporting it once the CAP has been implemented.
 The CAP author should view the stakeholders as assets and potential problem solvers. Table 3 lists groups to consider when drafting CAPs and their potential role.
 In small departments, these should be categorized as functions, since one person may have multiple responsibilities.
 The county has established processes to mitigate concerns related to involvement of critical stakehold- ers by requiring various levels of management to review and sign off on required CAPs. It is believed that additional trained reviewers will create an envi- ronment where CAP authors are compelled to exercise sound judgment and solicit all available resources.
 CAP Follow-Up & Closure Verification In many cases, follow-up activities are limited to a simple review that the CAP has been implement- ed. In other cases, follow-up activities do not venture beyond checking to see whether the course of action has been formulated.
 Corrective action follow-up requires the same vigilance, uniformity, verification, evidence and record maintenance as the other functions described.
 It is another process, complete with requirements, plans, documentation and deliverables (Robitaille, 2001).
 It is essential to verify that the CAP has been implemented and was effective in eliminating the root causes of the event/loss. Records of corrective action provide valuable information about the status of problems, resource requirements and training issues. At the very least, these records prevent the repetition of failed projects by providing historical records of action plans that did not work.
 In the county, this follow-up must verify that:
 •root-cause analysis has been conducted and a viable plan has been formulated; •the plan has been implemented, as outlined in the actual CAP document; •documentation exists to support activity con- ducted; •the plan is effective and has prevented the pos- sibility of root-cause recurrence.
 Follow-up need not be complicated or cumber- some. It simply requires a review of the evidence that substantiates ihe plan's implementation and success. The reviewer must be diligent when con- ducting follow-up evaluation. The review must be based on facts, evidence and documentation. Each corrective action step must be evaluated for imple- mentation and effectiveness. 
 The individual chosen to evaluate CAP effective- ness must review both implementation and effec- tiveness. One evaluation is to verify that a specific action has been completed; another evaluation is to determine whether the action was effective. The impulse to prematurely close out a CAP may be the result of the reviewer's attempt to acknowledge the supervisor's or manager's efforts and good inten- tions.
 In addition, the CAP author should not con- duct the follow-up evaluation. The reviewer must be objective and impartial.
 Benefits of the CAP Process The immediate benefit of the corrective action process is fixing a known problem, including provi- sions to prevent recurrence. The CAP's scope should be proportionate to the risk (or magnitude of poten- tial or realized loss). It is still reasonable to expect that the benefit of a corrective action wiU exceed its original objective.
 This can be achieved through the ripple effect of catching a potential problem farther upstream or before an event occurs in another area of the depart- ment, through benchmarking or the simple transfer of a good practice between departments. The correc- tive action process reinforces awareness of the links inherent in a good quality process. If successfully implemented, a CAP process can alter the intemal culture of a department so that individuals are com- mitted to the idea that everyone is accovintable for quality, cost avoidance and liability minimization (RobitaiUe, 2001).
 Conclusion CAP management is a fundamental risk manage- ment tool, one vital to continuous improvement efforts. Effective resolution of issues requires a for- mal process to ensure that concerns are identified and captured, then evaluated for scope and signifi- cance, and that CAPs are developed, tracked and implemented to prevent recurrence.
 A well-established CAP process incorporates many aspects of traditional risk management, such as loss control and prevention, use of risk manage- ment information systems, and an understanding of the various exposures and loss types. In addition, a well-developed CAP process incorporates many tra- ditional quality control philosophies, such as prob- lem/nonconformance identification, root-cause analysis, nonconformance communication and non- conformance resolution tracking. • References Bird, F. & Germain G. (1996). Practical toss control leadership.
 Loganville, GA: Det Norske Veritas.
 County of Los Angeles. (1999). Risk management inspector general. Los Angeles County Code Section 2.10.090 (Ord. 99- 0002§l). Los Angeles: Author.
 Okes, D. (2005, March). Improve your root-cause analysis.
 Manufacturing Engineering, 134(3), 171-178.
 Parker, J.G.
 (2005, Oct.) Finding the root cause:
 Employers are using accident investigation to help prevent accidents.
 Safety + Heaith, 174(10), 40-42.
 Robitaille, D. (2001).
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 Chico, CA:
 Paton Press.
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